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THE TRIANOULATION METHOD OP .STADIA TRANSIT
T0P008APHIP SURVEYING ADAPTED TO
IAHDSCAPE ARCHITKdURE
Topographic surveying as particularly
applied to landscape architecture is a subject on whioh
there is a noticeable meagreness of published informa-
tion. L'any books on plane surveying are available for
the use of the landscape architect and such publica-
tions include complete discussions of topographic sur-
veying. However these books are written primarily for
the use of the civil engineer and deal with the subject
from his point of view.
The oivil engineer is more interested
in the development of artificial features, such as
bridges, waterworks, railroads, and the like, than in
the development of natural features. Generally his
problem is one of mass quantities of earthwork, with
li tie or no attention being paid to the small varia-
tions in the terrain which are interesting to the land-
scape architect. Over a very large area these varia-
tions usually balance one another and therefore do not
alter the engineer's estimate of earthwork quantities.
The basic principles and methods as used
by the civil engineer are also used by the landscape
architect, but spocifio instanoes of their application
to his particular requirements and problems are not
found in the literature on the subject. For this rea-
son the landsoape arohitect has gradually evolved nu-
merous methods of variations of methods, and specific
applications of principles, which are especially suited
to his requirements.
It is the purpose of this paper to at-
tempt to bridge the gap between the abundance of infor-
mation on the subject of topographio surveying as a
whole and the scarcity of information available to the
landscape architect in his particular field. More or
le3S unguided by text-books on this subject, the land-
scape architect has created oertain procedures all his
own which enable him, efficient Jy and economically, to
make topographic surveys.
while these methods of surveying, as
adapted by the landscape architect, are universally used,
they vary in detail according to the conditions in dif-
ferent locations and in different landsoape organiza-
tions.
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It is safe to say that with any one
method no two organizations uso the samo procedure
as to d tail. Therefore, no attempt will bo made to de-
scribe all the variations used in the triangulation
method of topographic surveying. The proceduro de-
scribed herein is sound and practicable, based upon the
practice of one organization and not upon the v7hol e
field of landsoapo architecture. It may be followed
explicitly or nay be changed as to detail more nearly
to suit conditions in other organizations.
An officiant topographio survey is one
which fully 3erves every purpo o for which it is
made. Its value depends more upon the accuracy of the
information which is represented rather than upon the
minuteness or quantity of detail.
It ia the purpose of the landscape ar-
chitect to improve land for human use and enjoyment in
such a way as to combine the maximum of utility with
the maximum of beauty. Thereforo all existing inforraa-
tion which will assist him in accomplishing this aim
should be shown by the topographic survey. Such infor-
mation will include locations, descriptions and sizes
of trees, location of swales, brooks, lodges and other
11 -
related features^ soil conditions, (marsh, gravel, etc.),
character of undergrowth, mass foliage outlines where
the growth is not of sufficient size or importance to
warrant detailed location, possible house sites, photo
stations and important views, and all artificial fea-
tures such as fencos, buildings and roads. Accurate
elevations should also be shown for all of these fea-
tures.
field mm
A well organized survey party should
consist of one transitman, one note keeper and two
rodraen, the chief of the party being any one of the
four but preferably the note keeper. Every man in the
party 3hould be capable and experienced; that is of
vital importance and determines the acouracy of the
survey since one careless or incapable person practioal-
ly nullifies the efforts of all the others. The ohances
of error in the field v.ork of a survey are so numerous
that each person is required to be responsible only
for his own duties and cannot be expected to check the
work of others. On any observation the transitman is
liable to make an error through incorrect azimuth,
distance or elevation, the notekeeper night erroneously
record the azimuth, distance, elevation, description
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or some reference, and, fina] iy, the rodman night
hold the rod inoorreotly, miscall trees, etc. or
give incorrect references especially by confusing
"right" and "left". These possible chances of error
will be described in more detail on page 37.
Any standard make of transit with
plate and tolesoope bubbles, stadia hairs as vo 1 as
vertical and horizontal cross-hairs, vortical arc and
with a six inch or seven inch cirole graduated con-
tinuously from zero to three hundred sixty degrees
is satisfactory for stadia transit topographic sur-
veying. The telesoopo should be of excellent quality
with flat field and good illumination; the magnifying
power should be twenty-five or thirty. It is also ad-
visable to uso a collapsible tripod for ease in shipping
as woll as in regulating the height of the "set-up" in
the field. A twelve foot, three seotion, collapsible
Chicago rod, readable to hundredths of a foot, has
also beon found to be very satisfactory. A collap-
sible rod has the advantage of being easily handled in
traveling and in the field where undergrowth will
not permit the uso of a long rod. One or more sections
of tho rod may be removed from the top for convenience
in this kind of wor!:.
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For referencing elevations each rodman
should bo equipped with an ordinary hand or Locke level.
All other material is the sane as used by any well or-
ganized survey party.
The precision with which tho angles and
distances are read will be governed almost entirely by
the scalo of the nap to be plotted. Intra-station azi-
muths should be read as closely as the vernier permits,
since they are to bo plotted by co-ordinates. On "side-
shots" (readings other than to stations) the azimuth
need not be read closer than about 6 minutes, because
this is the limit of precision of the ordinary protrac-
tor used for plotting details. If the soalo of the
map is such that a distanoe of 1 foot can be plotted,
then the stadia distances must be read as closely as
possible. The corresponding azimuths should be read
with a precision whioh depends upon the distanoe. Por
example, if tho rod is 5/ foot away and tho azimuth is
road only to tho nearest whole degree, then the point
is looatod within one foot both in distance and in azi-
muth; at a distanoe of 340 feet the nearest 10 minutes
of azimuth corresponds to the nearest foot of distance;
for GOO feot away, 5 minutos of azimuth corresponds o
one foot.
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It -will usually be necessary to take
the vortical angle to the nearest minute in order
to obtain the elevations with 0.1 foot, which is
the acouracy usually expected in this method. In
a 340 foot sight an error of 1 minute of angle pro-
duces an error of 0.1 foot in elevation, hence on
all except rough worl- the vertical angles should bo
read to the nearest minute. The elevations of im-
portant points should bo determined from at least
two different stations.
HORIZONTAL CONTROL
Before the actual work of surveying is
begun the entire party should become familiar with
the existing conditions to be encountered. The
task of reconnoitering and planning the method to
be followed is one which requires skill and expe-
rience, and the accuracy obtained in the final re-
sult depends largely upon the judgment used in lay-
ing out the stations.
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In planning the field work of a topographic
survey it should be remembered that while stadia measure-
ments are sufficiently accurate for side shots or short
traverses where the errors are not cumulative, neverthe-
less on long traverses these may become excessive. It
is therefore desirable to establish the stations vdth
a greater degree of accuracy in order to control the ac-
curacy of the survey as a whole. This control may be
obtained by any one of several methods.
The taped traverse, the stadia traverse
and the triangulation are the three methods usually
used. It is often advisable to use a combination of
the throe, especially over large ares of a diversified
character. The method of taped traverse oontrol is most
commonly used on large wooded areas where detailed topo-
graphy and troe location is desired, where the character
o<' the vegetation or other natural features prohibit the
use of the triangulation method, and where the method
of stadia traverse is not sufficiently accurate. Vith
this method, every intra-station line must be taped, there-
by increasing tho cost of the survey. More often one of
the other two methods, usually stadia traverse, is used
in connection with 'aped traverses. On large areas taped
- Ki -
traverse lines may be carried around the boundary and
triangulition or stadia traverse used in the center
area not otherwise covered.
The method of stadia traverse is
very seldom used alone. I ith this method all in-
tra-station lines are measured b, stadia and are
not sufficiency accurate for detailed or important
work. As mentioned before this method is most common-
ly used to fill in the less important dotails between
taped traverse lines.
'iriangulation is an application
of the principles of trigonometry to the measurement
of inaccessible lines and angles. As statod befor
,
with the taped traverse method all the intra-station
lines rrrust be measured. This process is therefore
more expensive than that of triangulation and usual-
ly is not likely to be so accurate. In a triangu-
lation system one line, the base lino, is measured
directly; all the other distance are derived by
measuring the angles of the triangles and calculating
the sides by trigonometry.
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To afford a check, however, two lines instead of one
are usually measured. The intervening ground doos not
have to be traversed, so that the aoouraoy with which
a distant station may be located is nearly independent
of the oharacter of the intervening country. In addi-
tion, where intra-station elevations are carried either
trigonometrically or directly, the triangulation method
affords a more complete network of levels, insuring a
greater degree of accuracy in regard to vertical con-
trol. In ordinary survey work whore the triangulation
method is used tho angles of each triangle are measured
more than once, usually three or six times. However,
when continuous azimuth is carried in connection with
the triangulation method, each angle is necessarily
measured only onoe. Therefore these measurements should
be made with precision.
In measuring tho base lines a steel tape or
chain should bo used. Great care should be exercised in
holding the tape horizontal, in the plumbing, in the
aligning, and in scouring the proper tension. The ten-
sion should be kept uniform and proferably given with
a spring balance. The temperature correction should be
determined with an accuracy consistent with the require-
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ments of the survey in question, ihore should be at least
two measurements of each base line so as to afford a check,
since an error in either base will affect the entire trian-
gulation. On sloping ground inclined distances are mea-
sured ^s explained on page 53.
In the triangulation system of surveying equi-
lateral triangles aro ideai, but it is not probable that
all triangles will be well shaped. If possible, however,
none of the interior angles should be less than 45° or
greater than 90°. Plate 5 shows the triangulation system
of a survey. Trianglos CDF and SHJ are examples of de-
sirable proportions while EIJ and UK are poorly proportion-
ed . henevor conditions permit all of the triangles in the
network should bo noarly uniform in the length of sides
.
However, the character of the terrain praotically deter-
mines the sizes of triangles, as shown on Plate 7. The
oast end of the property is steeper and therefore the
trianglos are necessarily smaller.
Regardless of the method of horizontal control
used it is advisable to carry continuous azimuth, thus af-
fording frequent cheoks on the transit work thoroughout
the entire field operations. Jty carrying continuous azi-
muth i3 meant a system of foresights and backsights such
- 19
that liko azimuths from all stations aro always paral-
lel and in the sane direction. With continuous azi-
muth north is usually assumed as 0° and is 0° through-
out the entire survey.
As illustrated on Plato 2 continuous azi-
muth is carried in tho following manner: At Station
"a" Magnetic North is assumed as 0°. The azimuth read-
ing to station B is 25°-20» and to station D, dC^lS*
.
Then at station 13, backsight is taken on station A with
the plates set at 205°-20' , or 25°-20' (azimuth from A
to B) plus 180°-00» . At B tho azimuth to station D is
131°-49'
. Now at station D, backsight is taken on a
previous station, either station A or B, but preferably
on station A which is in this case tho first atation.
If tho backsight is taken on station A, tho
plates will be set at 276°-13», vhich is 9G«>-13' (the
azimuth from A to D), plus 180°-00». Aith backsight on
station B tho plates will be set at 311°-49', tho azi-
muth from B to D, (131°-49«) plus 180°-00» . It will be
noted that in each case 180°-00' has been added to the
azimuth reading. This is true because each azimuth
reading has boon loss than 180°-00' . If, howevor, the
azimuth reading from station A to B were 226° -20 »
stead of 25°-20', 180°-00' would have beon subtracted,
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making the backsight from station B to station A
46°-20», instead of 206°-20». From this it will be
o
noted that 180 -00» is added when the azimuth is less
than 180°-00», and subtracted when the asimuth is
greater than 180°-00*
•
The actual selection of station points
mentioned in connection with triangulation requires
more skill and experience than any other part of the
field work* The proper selection of stations reduoes
to a minimum the time required for field work and prac-
tically detemines the accuracy of the survey. Poorly
selected stations mean more stations in order to oover
the area in a satisfactory manner, a poor triangula-
tion system, and finally incorrect stadia readings be-
cause of obstructions, station points must be select-
ed in relation to one another so as to form good tri-
angles and also in relation to terrain and other fea-
tures which might obstruot sights. The entire survey
party should assist the chief with this work, '. hen
the initial station has been selected, one member of
the part;- i3 assigned to stand at the location so that
he can be seen from other possible station locations.
Then as ths. socond and third locations are seleoted
the next t" o in the party aro assigned the same re-
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Bpeotive duties as that of the first. Thus the tri-
angle is completed and it is assured that the other
two stations can bo seen from the third, The chief
of the party can now select the fourth station loca-
tion and signal tho man on the first station to move
forward. This same procedure; i3 followed to select-
ing all other stations to complete tho triangulation
systom. Stations aro narked by the usual surveyor's
hub, set flush with tho ground, with an engineer's
tack in the center of tho top to designate tho exact
point.
VERTICAL CONTROL
In the ordinary triangulation system of
a topographic survey the intra-station lines should
be as nearly uniform in length as existing conditions
will allow and none of the lines should be greater
than 1000 feet. t this distance the decrease in the
degree of accuracy with which readings can be taken
materially reduces the accuraoy of the survey.
Due to inevitible human errors, certain
readings will bo incorrect. 1 good transitman re-
duces those orrors to a minimum but oan never eliminate
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them entirely. Therefore, no reading should be con-
sidered serious!;- in which the difference in foresight
and reverse sight varies more than 0.01 foot for each
100 feet of distanco. The gain in accuracy in attempt-
ing to correct such readings does not justify the in-
creased cost and loss of time. Smaller differoncos tend
to balance each othor and it is also a ?;ell known fact
that the accuracy in plotting is much less than in com-
puting.
herever extensive leveling is to bo
done it is necessary to have a system of reference
points called bench murks (fj.M. ) tho relative heights
of whioh aro accurately known. These heights are us-
ually roforrod to some definite horizontal plane, such,
for instance, as mean sea-level, and the height of a
point nbovo this piano is called its elevation. If
mean sea-level datum is not known a datum can be ar-
bitrarily assumod. A datum is any base to which the
olovation of every point of a scries is referred.
henovor possible it is best to use a
Government bench mark as a basis for the vertical con-
trol. The elevation of such a bench mark is based
upon United Statoa Goodotio Survey data and is the
most nearly universal datum that can be obtained. Often
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one of these benoh marks is sufficiently near the area
being surveyed to warrant the running of a line of
levels from it and establishing several other bench
marks at convenient plaoos. A survey based upon this
uniform datum is more valuable than one based upon an
assumed datum. This is true beoause the elevations
Shown are actual rather than comparative, and beoause
the survey oan be tied to any other survey of adjoining
territory based upon the same datum even though the two
surveys were made independently.
Often there is no Gjvornment benoh mark
to which a tie oan be made. In this case it is neces-
sary to assume some olevation for a permanent object
to be used as the bench mark. This assumed elevation
is usually 100.004 500.00, or 1000.00, but more often
500.00. In any case, however, the assumed elevation
should be greater than the difference in elevation be-
tween the bench mark and the lowest point on the survey.
If this is done there will not be any points on the sur-
vey with a "minus" elevation (less than zero).
Leveling consists in ascertaining the
differences in elevation, and there are two kinds,
direct leveling and trigonometrio leveling.
Direct leveling is the simplest and safest
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method to us© over bench narks aa well as over stations.
This method eliminates all chances of error in reading
vertical arcs* In fact, levels should never be oarried
trigonoraetrically when conditions are such that they can
be oarried directly.
The prooedure followed in carrying in-
tra-station elevations by direot leveling is practical*
ly the same as that used by the civil engineer in direct
leveling. This procedure is as follows: The backsight
added to the known elevation of the bench mark gives the
"height of the instrument" (H.J.); the foresight sub-
tracted from the height of the instrument gives the
elevation of the point over which the rod is held.
It may be noted here that the terms
foresight and baokslght do not refer to the "forward"
and "backward" directions. A backsight is a reading
taken on a point of known elevation for the purpose of
obtaining the height of the instrument. A foresight is
a reading taken on a new point to determine its eleva-
tion. For this reason backsights are frequently called
"plus sights" (4 S.), and foresights are oalled "minus
sights" (-S.).
To expedite the field work, however,
- 26
inasmuch as the transit oust be set up over each
station to secure data for the horizontal control
and the stadia readings (side shots), the elevation
of the line of sight must be known. This is obtain-
ed at each station over whioh the transit is set
by measuring with either a six foot rule or with the
rod, from the top of the hub to the center of the
eye-pioce when the telescope ia level. To correct
this measurement to the true vertical distanoe be-
tween the top of the hub and the telescope axis,
when using the ordinary size of transit, 0.01 ft.
is subtracted for measurements over 6 feet and 0.02
foot for measurements under five feot in the ordinary
range of set-ups. This method violates the cardinal
leveling tenet of balancing the length of foresights
and backsights, but this objection is overcome by se-
curing the difference in elevation from both ends of
each intra-station line. These differences in ele-
vation are balanced as doscribed under "Computations",
page 52.
VJhere the difference in elevation be-
tween stations is too great to permit direct leveling
in one setup it is necessary to carry trigonometric
levels. This is done by observing the vertical angles
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between atationa and computing the differences in
elevation trigono^strioally. These angles are taken
at the tine the station is occupied for the purpose
of taking the stadia readings. The elevations of
certain points in the survey are established by di-
reot leveling from a known bench mark. From the
elevations of these points the elevations of the
stations may be found by means of the differences in
height derived from the vertical angles and the
lengths of the triangle sides. When reading verti-
cal arcs it is advisable to sight as near to ground
as possible and on an even foot except where atmos-
pheric disturbances by heat waves detraot from the
accuracy. The method of computing these elevations
is fully described under "Computations" on pages
63 and 54.
STADIA SIDE SHOTS
The stadia method of locating points
has long been recognised as being particularly adapt-
ed to topographical surveys both as regards aoouracy
and economy. Topographic maps are of such character
and are generally plotted on suoh soales that points
cannot as a rule be located on the plan with any
- 27 »
greater aoouraoy than they are located in the field
by the stadia method*
As previously stated, a topographic
survey made for the use of a landscape architect
Should show locations, descriptions and elevations
of all those features which nay assist him in per-
forming his duties in a satisfactory manner. Suoh
features include buildings, fences, wells, traveled
ways, bridges, culverts, drainage lines and other
artificial features, trees, undergrowth, nass foliage
outlines, important views, possible house sites,
springs, lakes
,
oreoko, swales, ledges, marshes, etc.,
and all other natural features which may be important.
In topographical surveying by the stadia
method points are located by means of (1) the asimuth,
(2) the distance, and (3) the angle of elevation or
depression* These points taken for the purpose of
locating details are oommonly called "side shots".
The accuracy with which these measurements is taken
need not be so great as that of the triangulation
measurements, because an error in these measurements
tdll affect only a single point, whereas an error in
a triangulation line will be carried through the rest
of the triangulation system.
Plate 1, a typical page from the level
- 28 -
book, shows tho way field notes are recorded. The
asimuth reading is reoorded in the first oolumn on
the left side of the page* However, the asimuth is
the last entry for each reading. This illustration
shows the reverse ohronological order of recording
the notes in the field but the oorreot chronological
order of plotting the notes,
Asimuth to the side shots is reoorded
only to the nearest five minutes. This is found to
be of sufficient aoouracy for plotting at the more
generally used scales, of 20, 40, or GO feet to the
inch. Continuous azimuth is used with the side shots
and in the same manner as with the traverse control*
The starting point for stadia measure-
ments is not the center of the instrument. It is a
point as far in front of the transit as is the fooal
length. The fooal length, assumed as 1 foot, varies
with different transits, but with the same transit is
constant and must be added to each stadia distanoe
reading. This focal correction is applied in the field
directly to tho stadia reading. In addition to this
correction there are usually two others to be applied
in order to obtain the true distanoe. These oorreo-
tions are the stadia-hair correotion which applies to
- 29 -
both diroot and trigonometric levels, and the vertical
arc correction which applies only to trigonometric
lovel readings. Those two cor eotions are applied in
the office and will be discussed more completely in a
later paragraph.
hen the stadia hairs are correctly ad-
justed there is r.o stadia-hair correotion. Ho. ever,
thero is usually a slight error and it is always advis-
able to test the instrument in the field. This is done
by reading stadia distances on lines of known lengths
and figuring the error on a percentage basis.
here there is no stadia-hair correction
and where direct levels wore taken, the focal correc-
tion plus the stadia distance gives the true distance.
Those are the o ly conditions under which the true dis-
tance is determined in the field. Under other condi-
tions they are computed in the office.
The vertical readings taken with stadia
are of two kinds, direct levels and vertical arcs
(angles of depression or elevation). The direct lovel
reading subtracted from the height of the instrument
gives the elevation of the point. For example, 502.4
(H.I.) minus 2.7 (-S) equals 499.7 (elevation). It
will be noticed here that the height of the instrument
30
and tho direct level reading are niven only to the nearest
tenth of a foot. The height of the instrument is recorded
to the nearest hundredth of a foot and is actually 502 .30.
However, for ordinary side shots the nearest tenth of a foot
is of sufficient accuracy for both the height of the in-
strument and the level reading.
The correction for angles of depression (minus
vertical aros) and elevation (plus vertical arcs) are figur-
ed in the office and vdll be discussed under "Computations",
pag68 62 and 64 * Care should be taken, however, in record-
ing the point on the rod at which the angle was taken. In
most cases it is found advisable to take those readings at
a point on the rod v/hioh is equal to the height of the in-
strument above the station, v.hen this is done the angular
oorreotion can be applied directly to the station elevation.
This differs from the method of taking vertioal readings at
stations as discussed on page 26 i the former method is more
accurate but involves more computations • The common sources
of error in reading lovels are given on page 37 .
"Remarks" and "references" are recorded in the
notebook, remarks denoting a complete description of a point
being located, while references are the location of points
by their relation to some other point or points of known lo-
cation. The rodmen are responsible for all remarks and ref-
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eronoes which are recorded, in the levol book, before
any stadia readings are taken. Plate 1 shows the pre-
cedence in making such notes. A more complete discus-
sion of referencing is given on pages 55 and 36.
Views from station points in the general
locations of proposed house sites are of special im-
portance. Thc3o views are recorded from the stations
and not fron the exact locations of the proposed house
sites. Bach view is located by two azimuth readings
which define the limits, and is described by a short
note stating the outstanding characteristics.
POINTS REQUIRING SPECIAL CARE
Because the intra-station linos in the
traverse control are computed from the measured base
linos and the interior angles of the triangles, it is
extremely important to secure well proportioned tri-
angles wit! very accurate azimuth roadings. These tri-
angles (the traverse control) form the basis for the
entire survey and tho accuracy of the final results de-
pends largely upon the work of locating stations so
that they form -jell balanced triangles and upon the
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assurance of oorrect azimuth readings to these stations.
Therefore, the importance of extreme care in this phase
of the field work cannot be over emphasised. The require-
ments of well proportioned triangles are stated on page
18.
Oreat care should be used in securing a
steady support for the instrument at all times, but
more especially when reading trigonometric levels. A
steady support is absolutely necessary or the transit
oannot be brought to a true level. The trans itman should
examine the instrument at frequent intervals to determine
whether it is still in adjustment and truly level. This
is especially important where trigonometric readings are
being taken because in the computations this error is
amplified.
The triangulation base lines (lines AD
and U» Plate 5), must be accurately measured because,
with the interior angles of the triangles, they form
the basis from which the horizontal control of the en-
tire traverse system is computed, • henever possible,
the base lines should be selected so that they can be
measured on a direot level. However, as with lines
AD and IJ, this is not always the case. Line AD was
measured on a direot level, while IJ, beoause of the
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great difference In elevation between the stations
could not be so measured. In -the latter case the
"slope distance" method was used*
The method of slope distance measuring
is usually employed where the difference in eleva-
tion between two stations is so great that the in-
tra-station line cannot be measured on a direct level.
ith this method the measurement is generally taken
from the axis of the telescope to the top of the sta-
tion observed, and the vertical are road to the same
point. When that point cannot be seen it is neces-
sary to measure to a point directly above the station
to which the vertical arc was taken. Slope distance
measuring is based upon the following formula: "The
recorded distance multiplied by the cosine of the
angle of depression (or elevation) equals the true
horizontal distance."
Tapes are usually manufactured to be of
standard length at 62° F. with a pull of 12 pounds on
them while supported throughout their entire length.
The average coefficient of expansion for a stool tape
is nearly 0.0000063 for 1° F. Hence a change of tem-
perature of 15° produoes nearly 0.01 ft.change in the
length of the tape. In ordinary survey work this cor-
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reotion is negligible and need not be considered very
seriously. However , whore long base linos are boing
measured in extremes of temperature this correction
should be an plied.
The method of measuring the height of the
instrument above the station, together with its weak-
ness and compensating features, was fully described on
pages24 and 25 Because of the apparent weakness,
and because an error in reading or recording this mea-
surement will effect every level reading from the sta-
tion, it is doubly important that this measurement be
correct.
At each station in tho traverse control
and immediately after the orienting station sight, an
azimuth reading, or permanent backsight, should be taken
on some outstanding permanent object, such as a flag-
pole or church spire. This backsight my bo particular-
ly useful in re-establishing the azimuth if the transit
is noved or if the horizontal platoa got out of adjust-
ment after readings have been taken on other stations *
Yihen magnetic north is assumed as 0° azimuth and when
the azimuth which is set on the horizontal plates is
lost, it is practically impossible to re-establish 0<>
azimuth exactly as it was before. Yith a permanent
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baoksight, however, whose azimuth is fixed and recorded
as accurately as is practicable, the plates may be re-
set correotly without any difficulty and without having
to duplicate any work such a3 readings to other stations.
By referencing is meant the location
of points by their relations to some other point or
points of known location. For example, a 4" Elm may be
referenced from a 20" Maple being located as being 10
feet further, 2 feet right and 0.9 feet lower. It is
preferable?, however
,
actually to locate, by stadia,
trees, roads, houses and such features, and from these
points reference tops and bottoms of slopes, points in
swales, ledges, etc. References shown on Plate 1 are
typical. These same referenced points are shown plot-
ted on Plate 6.
There are no set rules for referencing.
Any method which is accurate and economical may be used.
The ability to reference acourat ly and efficiently is
based mainly upon experience. A point is referenced aa
being a certain number of loot nearer or further and to
the right or left as viewed from the transit, and not
to the ri-ht or left of the rodnan. This orientation
is used for its ease in plotting. To insure a greater
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degree of accuracy It has been found advisable to limit
referenced distances to the right or left to a maximum
of 10 feet, while the distance nearer or further may be
longer. The former distances are measured at right an-
gles to the line of sight and are liable to be grossly
"off line" (right angles to the line of sight) when
greater than 10 feet. The latter distances are measur-
ed on the line of sight and therefore all guesswork is
eliminated. Measurements may be made with the regular
rod without other equipment*
Vertical distances are much more difficult
to reference than horisontal distanoes. It is advis-
able to use some kind of hand level or other similar
instrument in order to be in keeping with the aoouraoy
obtained in horizontal distance referencing. The oommon
hand, or Locke, level is generally accepted for this
use. The Locke level is a simple metal tube with plain
glass covers at the ends and with a spirit level on top.
When looking through the tube one sees the level bubble
on one side of the tube in a mirror set at 46° with the
line of sight, and the landscape on the other side. In
order that the eye may see the bubble and the object at
the same instant, the instrument is focused by means of
a lens placed in a sliding tube. The level line is
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Barked by a horizontal wire which can be adjusted by means
of two screws. Tho instrument is hold at the ey and the
outer end is raised or lowered until the bubblo is in the
center of the tube. At this instant a point in line with
the horizontal wire is noted, and in this way approximate
levels are determined.
SOURCES OF ERRORS
The possible sources of errors in each
side shot are so numerous that no attempt will be made
to enumerate in detail every condition. A well organized
party, all men of which are capable and experienced, re-
duces the errors to a minimum but can never eliminate them
entirely. The main sources of errors are four, namely,
incorrect azimuth, distance, elevation and description.
It is sufficient to list the causes of these e-rors under
their respective classifications.
An incorrect azimuth may be the result
of an error from any of the following causes:
1. Changes due to temperature and wind
2. Uneven settling of tripod
3. Poor focusing
4. Inaccurate setting over point
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5. Incorrect backsight
6. Reading the wron^ direction on the oircle
7. Rending azimuth 5° off
8. Reading azimuth 1° off, especially when
nearly an even degree
9. Azimuth read as 116° instead of 16°
10. Heading of 310°-05' recorded as 31O-05 1
An incorrect distance may be caused by an
error in,
1. Not pulling chain or tape taut
2. Caroloss plumbing
3. Incorrect alignment
4. Effect of wind
5. Variation of temperature
6. ErroneouB length of chain or tape
7. Transposing figures or reading tape upside
down
8. Reading wrong foot mark
9. Reading one-half the intercept with 3tadia
10. Failure to add one foot for focal correc-
tion
Errors in elevation may be caused by,
1. Changes due to temperature and wind
2. Uneven settling of tripod
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3. Reading the wrong cro8s-hair
4* Reading the wrong foot on the rod
5* Failuro to read vertical arc
6. Reading or recording "plus" and "minus"
vertical arcs interchanged
7. Reading vertical arc 1° or 5° off as
with azimuth
8. Rod not held plumb
The oommon sources of errors in description
and reference are,
1* Incorrect names and sizes of trees,etc
2* Confusing directions and compass point
3* Incorrect distances in referencing
4. Interchanging "right" and left" in
referencing
6. Interchanging "higher" and "lower" in
referencing
6* Giving reference or description with
wrong reading
7. Notekeeper's errors in recording
CHECKING FIELD WORK
Regardless of the experience of the members
of the survey party, and the care with which every de-
tail of the field work was executed, some parts of the
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work will, naturally, bo incorrect. Further checking of
the field work, beyond the at ige of a reasonable assur-
ance that the work was executed oorrectly, must necessar-
ily oome after the readings have been plotted and the map
practically completed, except for the inking and finish-
ing. Ihis is a part of the field work but comes , as
stated before, after the office work. At least one mem-
ber of the field party should check, or assist in check-
ing, the survey. This method of checking the field work
is primarily a method of inspection, in which the loca-
tion of trees, buildings, ledpres, amies, etc. as shown
on the map are compared with the actual location. A
lioske level, a box tape and a six-foot rule are the only
instruments used in the field check. If the location of
some feature as shown on the map is questionable it can
> e checked by two intersecting measurements taped from
points which have been accepted as correctly located.
Also, questionable elevations may be roughly chocked with
the Locke level nd the six-foot iule, using as a base of
levels any located point whose elovation is acceptable.
OFFICE WORK
The office party of the survey should consiat
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of two men, preferably the notekeeper and transitman
of the field party. TheBe men will naturally be more
familiar with the actual conditions of the area as well
as the arrangement if the notes. They, therefore, can
accomplish the office work more accurately and econo-
mically than others. The more experienced of the two
will do most of the computing while the other will make
the key sketoh (page 61 ) and prepare the map for plot-
ting. It is assumed that the transitman is the more ex-
perienced in computing. He will balance the angular
closures, oompute the intra-station lines and the co-
ordinates, while the notekeeper prepares the key sketch
to determine the size and "layout" of the map and plots
the oo-ordinate lines on this map. At this stage the
notekeeper can plot the stations by co-ordinates, re-
cently computed by the other member of the party, and
begin the reduction of the stadia notes while the transit-
man figures the levels and balances the station elevations.
After the transitman has finished these computations he
will assist the notekeeper until they complete the stadia
reductions, after which the actual plotting can be begun.
In most cases the survey is plotted in
the headquarters office. This necessitates an additional
trip to the area to oheok the field work but under ordinary
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conditions the convenience and accessibility to the re-
quisite instruments and materials used in plotting more
than offset this disadvantage. However, if the area is
a very great distance from tho headquarters office, the
expense of an additional trip for one man to ohook the
survey may prohibit this procedure. When this is the
ease it has been found satisfactory to plot tho survey
in the field office, that is, on the site.
Survey plans are made with greater accur-
acy than other plans of a landscape architect. It is
evident then that additional instruments which may not
be necessary in connection with other work are required
in the computation and the plotting of a survey. The
most common of these are as follows : the calculating ma-
chine, slide rule, straight-edge, engineer's soale, pro-
tractor and beam compass. The calculating machine is
used in the computations of both the horizontal and ver-
tical control of the survey. Any standard machine read-
ing to six or eight places is satisfactory. The stadia
slide rule is used in figuring side shots where vertioal
arcs are recorded* Their principles and application
will be explained more completely under "Computations .
The use of the ordinary instruments such as tho steel
straight edge, beam compass, engineer's scale and pro-
traotor is obvious. Special instances of their appli-
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oation will be explained under "Plotting and Finishing",
page t30 .
COMPUTATIONS
HORIZONTAL CONTROL
Of the three methods of horizontal oontrol
mentioned on page 15 the choioe for this partioular pro-
blem is the triangulation method which will be discussed
here*
In the triangulation network of the survey
the sura of the interior angles in each triangle must equal
280°« When this is the case the triangle is said to be
closed, or correct. However, errors are inevitable and
the triangle is not always closed without adjustment*
When the sura of the interior angles is not 180° it is
necessary to "balance" the triangle by distributing among
these angles the number of minutes or seconds that the
total varies from 180°. This work is simplified by the
use of a sketch (Plate 2), This sketch need not be
drawn to a definite aoale but should show, in a general
way, the proportional sixes and ohapes of triangles. On
this sketoh should be written, as shown, the azimuth
readings as recorded in the field work. Then, from these
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azimuth readings, the interior angles of each triangle
are figured by subtracting the leaser asimuth reading
from the greater. For example: At station B, the azi-
muth reading to station C is 89°-05*; to D, l31°-49';
and to A, 205°-20'. Then 89o-05* subtracted from l31°-49'
gives 42°-44 t
,
the interior angle CBDJ and l3l -49', sub-
tracted from 20G°-20' givoo 73°-3l', the interior angle
DBA* These interior angles should then be recorded around
the station from which they wore determined and between
the Intra-station lines to the other two stations whioh
complete the triangle* After all of these interior
angles have been determined and recorded, each triangle
is balanced, as outlined in the following example: The
interior angles of triangle ABD are 70°~63', 73°-3l' and
35°-3b ,-S01', for A, B and D respectively} and the interior
angles of triangle BCD are 42°-44 (
,
94°-23', and 42°-52*
for B f C, and D respectively. Neither of these triangles
is "closed", eaoh having an error of -l'» It is then as-
sumed that the error is oaused by obscure sights from A
to D and from B to C, leaving line BD, coraaon to both
triangles, unchanged. Therefore, the two triangles are
balanced by changing the azimuth readings of lines BC and
AD, whioh, naturally, also ohanges the interior angles
BAD, ADB, (from line AD), CBD and BCD (from line BC). In
this case, 30° was added to eaoh angle to offset the
error of -1 minute in each triangle, there being two suoh
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ohanged angles in caoh of the two triangle*. These
two triangles are now said to bo balanced, and cannot
be ohanged igain to assist in balancing othr interior
angles. Line CD, being common to boift triangle BCD
and CDF has boen deteminod and accepted as correot.
Therefore any changes in triangle CDP will, naturally,
have to be made in lines CF and DF. In balancing it
will often be found that of two triangles having a
common side the sum of the angles in one will be
slightly more than 180°, hile the sum of the angles
in the othor will be less than 180° by approximately
the same amount. This indicates a possible error in
reading the azimuth in the field between the two sta-
tions at the ends of the lino, and balancing is easily
accomplished by a deduction from one interior angle
and the addition of a like amount to the interior angle
on the other side of tho common line. In any event
the sum of the angles about any given station must be
360°. These corrected interior angles are used in oon-
puting the azimuths and bearings of the station linos,
and the co-ordinates . In this same general manner the
entire triangulation control is balanced. Table 1
shows in a concise forn how tlis angular balance is
accomplished
•
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The process of computing the corrected azi-
nutha of all intra-stetion llnea is the reverse of the
oalculation of interior angles. Accepting the azimuth
of some line, usually the preliminary measured base line,
to be correct as observed, the azimuths of other intra-
station lines are secured by adding or subtracting the
balanced interior angles, depending upon whether the de-
flections were to the right or to the left. In the pre-
sent instance, (Plate 2), the azimuth of line BD was ac-
cepted as a correct observed azimuth so that the devia-
tion of the balanced azimuths from the observed azimuths
throughout the system might be as little as possible.
In the triangulation system one line, the
base lino, is measured directly. Having determined this
length and the corrected interior angles, the lengths
of all other intra-station linos arc figured by a trigo-
nometric formula known as the Law of Sines end stated
Sin A g a, or Side a (given) divided by the sine of the
angle opposite side a, and multiplied by the sine of the
angle opposite b (to be determined) equals side b. This
formula is usually stated in the more usuable form,
a x sin Bab,
sin A
a x sin C 3 c,
sin A
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Triangle ABD shown on Plate 3 supplies an illustration of
the computation of the triangle sides
. The corrected an-
gles are
A 8 70°-53'-30"
B s 73°-31»-00"
D = 36°-35»-30w
Side AD, 655.65 ft. is given
665.66 x sin 36o-36'-30" a side AB
sin 73°-31»
655.65 x .582005 * side AB
.958902
683.751 x .682006 * 397.95 ft. (AB)
Solving for side BD,
665.65 x sin 70°-53»-30" - side BD
sin 73°-31«
665.65 x.944901 s side BD
.958902
683.751 X .944901 - 646.08 ft. (BD)
Side BD, having now been determined, oan be
used in figuring the other sides in the triangle BCD.
Thus all sides in the triangulation system oan be deter-
mined in the same manner
.
It has been stated that only one lino measur-
ed directly is needed to figure the other intra-station
lines. As a gerwral practice, however, it is reoonmended
that two lines be measured primarily as a check on the ao-
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curaoy of the computed lines. Those two measured
lengths should be used to figure through to some com-
mon side. Aa shown on Plate 3, line FE is figured
from line AD through BD, CD and FDj and from IJ through
HI, 01 and GE. These two computed lengths should "bal-
ance", that is, be equal. If these lines are equal, the
other sides (BC, CF, etc.) may then be figured from any
determined line. However , in this case these two lengths
for FE are not equal, and must be balanced before other
lines can be figured. This balancing may be done by
either one of two methods, namely, changing slightly the
measured lines or accepting the mean of the two figured
lengths for a given line and using this mean in figuring
the lengths of intermediate lines. The former method
is used when the triangulation control is rectangular in
shape and when no one station is enclosed entirely by
triangles. The latter method is used when one station
is coramon to a large number of triangles and is enclosed
entirely by triangles. In this case the measured line
is usually radial from the common station.
hen the method of corrected base lines is
used, Plate 3, the lines are corrected in proportion to
their lengths and these corrected lengths used to figure
all other lines. Several corrections may have to be ap-
plied before a satisfactory length is found for each of
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tho two base lines, in the case shown on Plate 3 the ase
line AD was inoreased 0.05 ft. and line LJ decreased 0.02
ft. This correction is so small that the plotted length
will not be changed even slightly. In f^ct, only in ex-
tremely aocurato survey work is it necessary to balance
these or any other lengths in the triangulation control.
Usually with continuous azimuth and triangu-
lation, the stations are plotted by co-ordinates (lati-
tudes and departures) which has proven satisfactory in
regard to both accuracy and simplicity. Ordinary pro-
tractor angles and soaled distances, used in plotting
stadia side shots, are not sufficiently accurate for
plotting stations. In figuring co-ordinates the azimuth
readings are converted to bearings. When the azimuth is
less than 90° tho bearing angle is the same as the azimuth
and is in tho northeast quadrant. When the azirr.uth is
greater than 90° but less than 180°, the bearing angle
is 180° minus the azimuth and is in the southeast quad-
rant. When the azimuth is groater than 180° but less
than 270°, the bearing angle is the azimuth minus 180°
and is in the southwest quadrant. When the azimuth is
greater than 270° but less than 360° the bearing angle
is 300° ninus the azimuth and is in the northwest quadrant.
Thon with these bearings figured the latitudes and de-
partures are figured, using the formula.
GO -
Cosine of Bearing x distance a Latitude
Sine of Bearing x distance a Departure
Using Plate 3 as an example, the bearing
of line AB is N.25°-20*E, which is also the asimuth.
The length of line AB is 397.95 ft.
Cosine 25°-20* x 397.95 a Latitude
.903834 x 397.95 - 359.68 N (Latitude)
Sin 25°-20' x 397.95 = Departure
.427884 x 397.95 - 170.28E (Departure)
Thus latitudes and departures for all sta-
tion lines are figured, closing a complete traverse
around the outer periphery. This traverse nay be olosed
continuously in one direetion, or in two directions to
some common station. As shown on Plate 3, latitudes and
departures were figured from A to K through B,C,F,G,H,
and J as one unit; and from A to K through D,E, and J as
one unit. These composite latitudes and departures from
A to K through the two routes should be equal but they
usually have a slight difference, due to minor discrepan-
cies in computations. These errors are usually so small,
when angles and distanoes have been figured and balanced
correctly, that it is not necessary to balance the oo-or-
dinatos. However, balancing is done by inspection, throw-
ing the error into the longest courses.
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It is now necessary to convert those correct-
ed latitudes and departures to co-ordinates so that the
stations can be plotted, which is done in the following
manner. Co-ordinates are assumed for the initial station
(station A, Horth 2000.00 and Bast 1200.00) in such loca-
tion that all co-ordinates will be in one quadrant, usual-
ly the northeast. Then latitudes "north" are added to the
assumed "north" latitudes for this station and latitudes
"south" are subtracted. In the same manner departures
"east" are added to the assumed "east" departures, and de-
partures "west" are subtracted. In this way the work is
kept in the northeast quadrant.
Station B, Plate 3, illustrates the computa-
tion of co-ordinates.
From station A the distance is 397.95 ft.and
the bearing is K.26o-20 l E. The latitude and departure, as
determined on page 50 , are 359.68 ft.N. and 170.28 ft. E.
Then, 2000.00 (assumed for A) plus 359.138 e 2359.68, north
oo-ordinato for B.
1200.00 (assumed for A) plus 170.28 = 1370.28
east co-ordinate for B.
The oo-ordinatos of station B are, therefore,
2359.68 Nirth and 1370.28 East.
The oo-ordinates of all stations are figured
and kept in tabulated form as shown on Table 2.
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VERTICAL CONTROL
VJhenever possible the station eleva-
tions should be oarried by direot rather than by trigo-
nometric levels. The use of vertical arcs adds more
work to the office computations as well as additional
possibilities of errors.
In a general way, the entire series of
elevations throughout the area is based upon the eleva-
tions of the station hubs. The first step in securing
these elevations is to compute the el> vation of some hub
located near the bench mark, through the usual process
of direct leveling. The next step is to show in sketch
form the observed differences in elevation between the
various stations of the network. As noted in the chap-
ter on field work these intra-station differences in
elevation will have been read in both directions, for-
ward and backward, and upon the sketch should be shown
the difference in elevation between each two stations as
observed from each direction, as on Plate 4. If the ob-
servation was a direct level the difference in elevation
will be the difference between the rod reading on the ob-
served station and the height of the telesoope axis
above the top of the station occupied. In case the ob-
servation was by vertical aro the difference in elevation
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between the telosoope axis and the observed point on the
rod is seourod by the formula, "True horizontal distance
multiplied by the tangent of the angle of elevation or
depression equals the difference." If the observed sta-
tion is lower than the occupied station the difference in
elevation between the station is equal to the difference
in elevation along tho line of sight plus the point on
the rod to which the vertical aro was observed, minus the
height of the telescope above the occupied hub. If the
observed station is higher than the occupied station the
difference in elevation between the hubs is equal to the
difference in elevation along the line of sight plus the
height of the telescope axis above the hub and minus the
point observed on the rod.
Stations A and D shovci on Plate 4 furnish
examples. The distance from A to D is 655.65 feet and
the vertical arc is -10-22' read at 4.00 ft. on the rod.
The distance of the tolesoope axis above hub A is 4.66 ft.
65i).G5 x tangent -l°-22» * Difference in Elevation
655.65 x .02386 s 15.04 ft. (Difference in Elevation
alone the line of sight)
The observed difference in elevation then
from hub A to hub D is
15.64 ft. plus 4.00 ft. (observed on rod) -
4.65 ft. (height of telescope axis above the hub)
Z 14.99 ft.
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As an example of direct leveling between sta-
tions, using the same set-up height of 4,66 ft, at station
A, the observed level reading on hub B was 8.27 ft* The
difference in elevation then as observed from A, between A
and B would be,
8.27 ft, - 4,65 Ft, = 5,62 ft.
Because of errors in reading vertical area,
the difference in elevation from one station to another,
forward and backward, does not always cheok. When this is
true, it will bo necessary to balance these differences, pre-
ferably in the same general way that the horizontal angular
closures were balanced* This work is also simplified by
the use of a sketoh on whioh differences in elevations be-
tween stations take the place of azimuths and interior an-
gles, as shown on Plate 2. The prooedure, however, is prac-
tically the same in both oases. For example (triangle ABD
on Plate 6) from station A to station B the difference in
elevation is 3.62 ft., B being the lower, and from station
B to station A the difference is 3.68 ft. The mean of these
two is 3.60 ft. From station A, station D is 14.99 ft. low-
er. From station D, the difference in elevation is 15.11 ft.
This mean is 15.06 ft. Then, from station B, station D is
11.46 ft. lower, and from D the difference to B is 11.52 ft.
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The mean of these differences is 11.49 ft. The nean between
station A and station D is the greatest and is the total dif-
ference in elevation, either from A to D direotly or front A
to D through station B. Expressed in the form of an equation
this would read,
"Difference in elevation from A to D should
equal difference in elevation from A to B
plus the difference in elevation from B to
D, or, 15.05 ft. should equal 3.60 ft. plus
11.49 ft. but actually equals 15.09 ft."
The error in closure of this triangle therefore is 0.04 ft.
Inasmuch as line AD was somewhat obscured the ohanoes are
that the greatest error is in this line and the triangle can
logically be balanoed by inspection as follows,
15.07 ft. i 3.59 ft. plus 11.48 ft.
From the setup at station A the backsight on the bench mark
was 2.36 ft., making the height of the instrument 502.36. The
measurement of the hub below the instrument was 4.65 ft.,
therefore the height of hub A is 497.71. According to the
new balance hub B is 3.59 ft. below hub A or at elevation
494.12. The height of instrument at B is found by adding to
this elevation the height measured to the telesoope axis* The
difference in elevation between hub B and hub D is 11.49 ft.
giving an elevation on hub D of 482.64. In the same way, by
adding to this the setup height, the height of instrument at
\
I
\
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station D is secured. The difforence in elevation between
stations B and D has nop been accepted as correct and oan-
not be altered when the triangle BCD is balanced. All cor -
rections in this triangle must necessarily be made in the
differences in elevation between stations B and C, and D
and C.
The sane procedure of balancing differences
in elevations between stations and computing hub elevations
is followBd throughout the entire vertical control. It
will be seen on Plate 4 that only triangles ABD and BCD were
balanoed and completed. These two triangles, hovrever, are
sufficient and tho absence of others makes the sketch much
less confusing.
STADIA SIDE3J0TS
Usually there are two distance corrections to
be applied to stadia side shots when direct levels are read
and three when trigonometric levels are read. The focal cor-
rections, discussed on pages 28-29 ( ^a applied in the field.
The other two, stadia-hair correction and vertical arc cor-
rection, are applied in the office.
The stadia-hair correction is figured on a
percentage basis in the field, usually by comparing stadia
measurements of intra-station lines with computed distanoes.
This percentage of error is added to or subtracted from the
stadia distancos as required.
The vertical arc correction is applied only
to those side shots in which til gonometric levels were read.
The oorrected distance is usually fiiiured with a slide rule,
but stadia computers and various tables and diagrams are
useful. Practically all methods are similar and are based
upon the following formula:
2
Corrected Stadia Distance x l-( sin.vertical arc)
Z True Distance.
For example, with the corrected stadia dis-
tance assumed at 153 feet, and the vertical aro -7°-12*,
153 x 1 -(sin -7°-12')2 • True Distance
153 x 1 -(. 125333
)
2
•
153 x 1 (1-.015700) -
153 x .984292 « 151 feet (True Distance)
The correction for difference in elevation
is applied only where vertical angles are recorded. En order
to determine the true elevation it is necessary first
to
figure the difference in elevation. This correction, like
the distance ocrreotion, may be figured with tables
or
calculating m chines but the stadia slide rule is most
gen-
erally used. These two corrections are usually
figured
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jointly in one operation. The slide rule principle for de-
termining tho difference in elevation is based upon the for-
mula,
Corrected stadia distance x l/2 sin 2 (verti-
cal anglo)
For example, the same oase is used as in the
preceding paragraph.
153 x 1/2 Sin. 2 (-7°-12») = (Difference in Elevation)
153 x 1/2 Sin.(-14°-24») =
153 x 1/2 (-.247682) • -19.0 ft. (Difference in Eleva-
tion)
As previously 8tated, the difference in eleva-
tion Is plus or minus according to the sign of the vertical
angle, angles of elevation being plus and angles of depres-
sion being minus. The height of the instrument (K.I.) is al-
ways plus and the point on the rod at which the vertical an-
gle was taken is always minus. These three figures are added
algebraically and this sum is the elevation of the point. The
direct level reading to a point is always minus and is sub-
tracted from the IT. I. This result is the elevation of the
point.
All surveying computations should be kept in
a special computation file containing a folder for each sur-
vey. At the head of the page should appear the plan number,
the name of the client, the ej«ot title of the work, tho
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names of the computer and checker, the dale, and the number
of the sheet. The nor': should be arranged neatly and system-
atically so that every part of the computations can be traced
by any one who i3 familiar with such work. Bach important
value, each column, etc, should be labeled so that it can
be readily identified*
It is very important that all calculations
should be checked, not merely at the end of the computation
but also at as many intermediate steps as possible. In
this way a great waste of time may be prevented and serious
errors avoided. One good method of ohecking is to perform
the operations by two independent methods when possible.
Very often two men do the computing, one man's work acting
as a check on that of the other. Every part of the work
from the copying of data out of the notebook to the final
results should be done independently. However, the added ex-
pense dees not often justify this procedure, especially on
comparatively rough work, and it may be necessary for one
man to check his own work.
As previously stated the possible sources
of errors are too numerous to discuss in detail. The main
sources, however, are incorrect computations, plotting and
inking. In computations errors may be made in distance,
either by mechanical errors or by misreading the slide rule,
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or in elevation by mechanical errors, misroading the
slide rule or by inoorrect algebraio additions. In
plotting, errors may be made in azimuth, distanoe or
elevation. The errors in inking are usually the confu-
sion of tree ncmr* and in transcribing elevations.
PLOTTING AND FINISHING
Numerous grades of drawing paper ranging
from very cheap "detail" to heavy paper mounted on cloth,
called "mounted paper" are used for topographio survey.
The best paper available is desirable. It is absurd to
attempt to economize on paper when the final plotted sur-
vey can last only as long as the paper upon which it is
plotted. There is generally a right and a wrong side to
all papers, which can be distinguished by the "water-mark";
this will read direot when the right side of the paper is
toward the observer. To be satisfactory for use a paper
should not have a surface too porous to take ink evenly
and should be of a fiber such that after scratching with
a knife or rubbing with an ink eraser, the surfaoe will
still take ink effectively. For making copies of the map,
a very good grade of tracing cloth is desirable.
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Topographic conventional signs are used to
represent the form of the surface and such physical fea-
tures as roads, buildings, trees, rivers, etc. For the
most part such symbols have been adapted as will suggest
by their shape the plan of the object represented and at
the same time be readily recognised and easily drawn.
The kind of conventional signs used on any
map has an intimate relation to the purposes for YThich
the map is made, therefore, landscape architects' plans
and other similar large scale maps require certain changes
in the conventional signs which are used on Government sur-
veys and are generally accepted. The more common varia-
tions will be described later (pages 67 to 69 ) t under
their respective divisions. Whenever it is possible, all
conventional signs should be drawn to the actual scale of
the map.
HORIZONTAL CONTROL
Before the actual work of plotting has been
started, the size and layout of the sheet required for the
survey should be determined. A key map similar to Plate 4
is usually used for this work. This map should be drawn
to a definite scale but need not be extremely aocurate.
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Beginning with the initial station, all stations are plot-
ted by means of protraoted angles and ordinary scaled dis-
tances. Then, from those stations nearest the boundaries,
the most distant exterior side shots are plotted in the
same way. With this information plotted, the size and orien-
tation of the map can be determined without difficulty, but
with assurance that the sheet is large enough for the most
distant points. It is often advisable to construot this
key map before the co-ordinates of the initial station are
assumed. From this map the latitudes and departures can
be scaled, approximately only, from the bottom and left
sides respectively. These distances are usually increased
to the nearest even hundred feet and assumed as the co-or-
dinates of the initial station.
All stations of the triangulation system
are plotted from co-ordinate lines , both latitudes and de-
partures, which are laid out at 10 inch intervals regard-
less of the size or soale of the map. This interval is
adapted mainly because of the ease of scaling between co-
ordinate lines with a 12 inch boxwood scale, and beoause
the lines are not too close to make plotting and inter-
polating more complicated. Extreme care should bo exer-
cised in plotting these oo-ordinate lines because the cor-
rect station locations and finally the accuracy of the
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plotted results depend upon these lines being plotted ac-
curately. Co-ordinates are usually plotted from one base
line from whioh a perpendicular is erected. These two
right angle lines usually represent the extreme westerly
and extreme southerly lines. With a boxwood scale, ten
inches is measured, on either line, as accurately as is
possible. Then, with a beam compass, and using this 10
inch measurement as a radius, the other points of inter-
secting co-ordinate lines are located by inscribing short
arcs from points already determined, and by carefully
chocking each intersection by direct scaling.
After the co-ordinate lines are laid out
and the station co-ordinates figured, the stations are
plotted in the following manner. For latitude, along a
north and south co-ordinate line, the required distance,
total latitude for the particular statior ts measured.
Then, through this point a line is drawn parallel to the
east and west co-ordinate line. To secure the departure,
the required distance, total departure, is measured along
an east and west co-ordinate line. A line, parallel to
the north and south lines is drawn through this point. The
intereection of those two lines thus constructed is the
location of the station.
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Intra-station lines are plotted by simply
connecting with a straight line those stations that were
observed fron each respective station. However, the
length of each lino is carefully checked and when an
appreciable error is present the line and the stations
which it connects are replotted.
TOPOGRAPHIC READINGS
After all transit stations have been plot-
ted and their positions checked the side shots my be
plotted by means of protracted angles and scaled distances.
A convenient arrangement for the plotting is as follows.
The central portion of a full circle protracted of twelve
to fifteen inch diameter is out out. This protractor must
be placed in position by means of two right angle lines
parallel to the co-ordinate lines. To the zero end of an
engineer* 8 triangular boxwood scale is attached a small
piece of mending tapo and the scale is secured over the
station by inserting a needle through this tapq at sero
on the scale, and the station. In this way the zero of the
scale is held directly over the point but the scale is free
to revolve around the station. The edge of the scale will
then be on a radial line, its zero point being at the center.
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In plotting a point the scale is turned to read the prop-
er azimuth and the point is thon marked by making a ponoil
dot at the propor reading on the scale. By this method
no time is wasted in marking azimuths and in placing and
removing tho scale*
The plotting of stadia notes requires read-
ing so many notes and scaling so many angles and distanoes
that the work can be done most eoonomioally by two men work-
ing together, one reading tho notes while the other man
plots them. The ran who is reading the notes should watoh
the plotting to detect any mistakes and to 3ee that the
notes are properly interpreted. Notes are usually read
from left to right as they are shown in tho level book
(Plate 1), but any method satisfactory to the person plot-
ting tho survey may be used. Most points are designated
by small crosses which also Sf rve as decimals in the elev-
ations of the points. Trees, poles, firo hydrants, etc.
are usually shown by a dot, the exaot location of the point,
enclosed by a circle. When plotting such points it is ad-
visable to record the description before the elevation, in-
stead of the usual method of elevation before description.
When this is done tho person plotting can determine imme-
diately if the point should be designatod by a cross or by
a dot.
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Referenced points may be plottod either be-
fore or after the description and the elevation for the
initial point haa been recorded. However, elevations
for referenced points are stated as being a certain dis-
tance higher or lower than the initial point; therefore,
the elevation for the initial point is usually recorded
before the referenced points are plotted. It shoul d be
remembered that the words "right" and "left" refer to the
relative position of the referenced point, observed from
the station to the initial point and not from the initial
point to tho station.
A topographic imp should be finished in such a
manner that it will convey the desired information and
can readily bo interpreted. The extensive use of color
is not recommended but it is necessary to uae a limited
amount of color in order to distinguish more readily be-
tween the different features. These colors are applied
only in the form of ink lines and should be consistent
in all surveys made by one organization. This color
scheme may be any one of several generally used or it nay
be an original one adapted to fit the conditions at hand.
The oolor scheme discussed herein is not universal but
it has proven ver satisfactory in several landscape ar-
chitects 1 offices.
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The co-ordinates and traverse control
should be inked immediately after the stations and in-
tra-station linos are plotted and checked. Co-ordinate
linos are left uninked until the stations are plotted
beoause inking usually destroys a certain degree of the
accuracy with whioh they are plotted. These lines are
inked with a very fin. green line. For the traverse
control red ink is used. The stations are shown as tri-
angles with a black dot in the centers, representing the
exact point of the station. Intra-station lines are ink-
ed from the sides of the triangles and not from the exact
points of the stations. Ho other inking is done until
the entire survey has been plotted.
After the plotting is completed, buildings,
trees, and all other physical features such as roads,
fences, etc., are inked in the order named. Trees are rep-
resented by blaok dots drawn, if possible, to the scale of
the plan. The diameter and the nams of the tree are shown
above the dot and the elevation bolow. Usually, foliage
lines are not shown except in orchards where the outline
is indicated, and mass foliage outlines where only the out-
standing trees are looated.
Buildings and all other physical features
are also shown in black ink. Vihen the building is of suf-
-de-
ficient importance and when the plan is drawn to a soale
which permits it, fenestration is usually shown. \ here
any doubt exists it is always advisable to show fenestra-
tion*
Elevations are shown in red ink just as
they were plotted, that is, v/ith a small cross indicating
the decimal and the point when the point is one of eleva-
tion only, and under the point when the point is some fea-
ture such as a tree, fire hydrant, or pole.
In all lettering on topographic maps sim-
ple rather than elaborate and ornamental styles are prefer-
able. Black ink is always used for lettering whioh should
be done after all the physical features are inked but be-
fore the contours are inked. In this way no important
points will be obliterated and the lettering will not be
crowded between contours.
The interval or vertical distance between
contours depends mainly upon the scale of the map and the
particular use for which it is being made. Also, the di-
versity of the terrain, the size of the area surveyed, the
total difference in elevation, and the time allotted for
the work are determining factors. For general landsoape
work an interval of one foot is nost desirable; ho ever,
intervals of two, five and even ten feet are sometimes
used.
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Contours are usually interpolated by esti-
mating (by eye) or by the method of similar triangles.
The former method requires great skill and an appreciable
knowledge of physiography. The letter method does not al-
low for any variations not shown direotly by elevations.
It has the advantages of being one of the least involved
and most accurate method. A combination of the two, how-
ever, is even mors accurate and better suited to general
conditions.
Interpolating contours by the method of simi-
lar triangles is merely a mechanical interpolation between
two given points of elevation and is accomplished in the
following manner. Any two points of known elevation are
connected by a pencilled straight line. From the lower of
the t?o and along a line making an angle of approximately
45° with the line between those points , there is laid off,
on any convenient seale, a distance eqtial to the difference
in elevation between the two points under consideration.
On this line are marked scaled distances equal to the dif-
ference in elevation between the lorost and eaoh of the in-
termediate contours. Prom the farthest distance so marked,
a straight line is drawn to tlie higher of the original
points. Through eaoh of the intermediate points laid off,
linos parallel to the last line are drown to intersect the
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line between the two original points. These intersections
will be the locations of contours between the original points.
The majority of the contours shown on Plate
7 were drawn by estimating their location between points of
known elevation. On the northeast oorner of the property,
however, contours between 385 and 420 were interpolated by
the method of similar triangles.
Contours are usually inked free-hand with a
broken line. Every fifth contour, 5', 10*, 25' or 50', ac-
cording to the interval used, is shown in black dashes, or
short lines, about one-half inch long. All other contours
are shown by orange dashes about half the length of the
others and somewhat lighter in weight.
Ever;* finished topographic map chould have
a suitable title, a soale, a border line, • north point and
a note or legend giving any other useful data. All of these
features are, of course, shosm in bfeck ink, and should be
plaoed in such positions on tho map so that the drawing as a
whole will look veil balanced. These positions will natural-
ly depend upon the spaces around the drawing which are avail-
able for this purpose. The weight of linos used should be
consistent with the general style of the map.
The title Should be 3o arranged and the
size of the letters so chosen that the most important part
of the title strikes tho eye first. In general, each line
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of lettering should be centered, and the spacing botween
the lines should be so arranged that no part will either
appear crowdod or seen to be "floating away" from the rest
of the title. The general outline of the title should be
pleasing to the ey* The use of stamped titles has proven
to be generally satisfactory from the standpoint of eco-
nomy and uniformity. These titles are made to suit the
p irticular offioe but all of them are similar. Any such
title is satisfactory provided that it allows space for
the name of the client, the description of the plan, the
date, scale, and plan number, the initials of those who are
responsible for tho plan and tho namo of tho organisation
by which the plan vm.s made.
Every finished topographic survey should
contain a scale stated in two ways, namely, (1) by a
graphic scalo, and (2) by a definite statement as scale:
1" 40». The definitely stated scale should bo a part
of the title or should, like the graphic scale, be shovm
immediately under the title.
The bordor line and north point should be
consistent in simplicity and in the weight of lines, with
the plan. They should not be so heavy or so ornate that
they are conspicuous. liotes or legends should bo executed
in plain lettering like the Heinhardt alphabet, or in
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simple Gothic lettering. Care should be exercised in plac-
ing the legend so that it is definitely s\fcjective to the
title.
Views are shown by radial lines from tho sta-
tion from which they were recorded. These lines show the
limits of the views as veil as the direction. A short de-
scription, as "distant view across valley" should be
written along one or both of these lines, oi- between tho
two linea which define the view.
It is necessary, of course, that the members
of the office party which plot and ink the survey be ob-
servant at all times, and maintain the accuracy of the work
to as high a standard as conditions will alio./. Each per-
son connected with the work should be particularly careful
throughout the work. The two main things to watch especial-
ly are tho orientation and location of the protractor and
the scale. Such mistakes as orienting the protractor 180°
off, so that 0° or 360° is vfoere 180° should be, and suoh
as locating the protractor so that the station point is not
in the exact center seem to be very obvious, but neverthe-
less they are ofter; made. Also, the use of the 30 or 60
scale when the 40 scale should have been used is often de-
tected. Any one of these mistakes will, of course, destroy
the plan from the standpoint of true values or accuraoy.
On all plotting work, just as on all field
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work and computations, frequent checks should be applied to
insure accuraoy. The traverse which has already been fig-
ured to close should now close on the paper. If it does
not the error is one of scaling and the entire triangula-
tion should be cheoked, and if necessary replotted. There
ia no definite method of ohecking the plotted side shots.
For this reason oare should be exercised in plotting them
correctly the first time. In no oase, however, should a
draftsman allow a plan to leave his hands which has not been
properly checked and known to be correct.
All of the plotting and inking up to this
point has been concerned only with the mounted paper plan
which should never be removed from the office, except when
it is checked in the field, and from whioh only photographic
prints can bo made. It is advisable to make copies of this
map from which blue prints may be made, and so that a copy
or a print may be sent to the client. Also the copy is
generallj'- used a3 the basis for preliminary studies, etc.,
where extreme accuracy is not necessary. It will be found,
however, that in all future office v/ork connected with the
survey the engineer prefers to use the original paper plan
rather th;n the traoing. All tracings of the survey should
be made on a very good grade of linen traoing cloth. Plate 8
is a finished tracing of a survey. It will be noted that
the tracing contains all the information except co-ordinate
lines and elevations of sido shots shown on the finished
paper plan, Plate 7.
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THE COST OF TOPOGRA tHIC SURVEYS
The conditions determining the cost of
topographic surveys are so numerous and varied that no rule
or formula can bo offered whereby the cost can be estimated
prior to making the survey. Inspection and comparison with
other surveys of similar size and conditions is the only
method of estimating the cost, even approximate! . The most
important determining factors are as follows: (1) the class
(city lot, small estate, etc.), (2) the existing development,
(3) the vegetation, and (4) the terrain. Also, the experience
Of the field party, the season of the year, and the weather
conditions must be considered. Prom experience, it has been
found that the cost of topographic surveys, made by the tri-
angulation method and using stadia and transit varies accor-
ding to the size of the area surveyed. The percentage of field
work ia greater and the percentage of office work is less on
larger surveys. For surveys up to 100 acres the field work
ia approximately 40Vo of the total timo required. This per-
centage increases up to 200 acres and from 200 aores to 1000
acres the field work is approximately t>6# of the total time
required. It must be remembered that this is an approximation
only and will vary according to conditions, as is shown in the
accompanying tabulation.
In order to show the relative ooats of topo
graphic surveys of various sizes and conditions a tabulation
is given on which all time is converted into transitman
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hours based upon,
Experienced Transitraan - as 1.00
Experienced Rodmans - as 0.75
Common laborer - as 0.50
The stated conditions are based upon the
following classification:
CI ASS
City Lots
Suburban Large Lots
Small Estates
Institutions
large Estates
Subdivisions
Town Sites
BEVELOHffiNT
Highly Developed ——— A
Joveloped — B
Natural -——— C
VEGETATION
Thick Brush - — 1
Open \ oods - All Trees 2
Open 1 oods - Essential Vrees — 3
Open V oods - Edge Location —— 4
Scattered Trees —— 5
Entirely Clear 6
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A TOPOGRArtHC SUUVEY FOR JOHN N. MILEY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
A specific instance of the application of tho
methods and principles herein described -was found in the
above mentioned survey.
The problem was to make a topogra jiiic survey of
an estate of twenty-six acres to be used by a landscape
architect in his development of this estate* Such a sur-
vey should include all information which may be of impor-
tance to the landscape arohitoct. The method of making
this survey should be one which provides for accuracy as
well as for economy in both field and office work. Fur-
ther, this method should be one which is commonly U3ed so
that it may be elaborated or used on adjoining territory
by someone el3e, should the occasion demand it.
Tho John N.riiley Survey shown typical condi-
tions encountered in the making of topographic surveys and
in the landscape development of country estates in its gen-
eral vicinity. This particular survey was selected for this
reason, and because the field wort- was done under very adverse
weather conditions which n-itnrally affected the accuracy of
the survey, thus making balancing necessary in each step of
the office computations. A deliberate attempt was made to
secure such a survoy in preference to one with which less
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difficulty was encountered. Therefore, the problem is a
true representation of practical conditions, and not a
theoretical representation.
i^late 8 shows the topographic description
of this property. The estate of Vt, John N. f-iiloy is
situated on a secondary through highway about twenty miles
from the center of the city. It consists of twenty-six
acres about half of which is open and the remainder of which
is in open woods. The terrain is irregular and slopes to
the east and to the creek at the eastern end of the prop-
erty. The western end consists of gentle slopes while
the eastern end is moderate with some steep slopes. There
is no development on this end of the property. An old
farmstead and orchard is situated on the western portion.
The development taken as a whole is only slirht. Tho na-
tural growth is sparse with very few outstandin • troos
and a negligible amount of undergrowth, having been for-
merly used as a pasture and the headquarters, at the west-
ern end, for a larger estate. Tho existing buildings are
all in excellent condition and will probably be preserved
as the central part of tho service area. There are no
outstanding views except one toward the east across the
creek and the country club grounds. Tho soil is generally
poor; the eastern end is very badly washed and in need of
organic matter, tho western end has been under cultivation
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and is in fair condition. The total difference in eleva-
tion ia 140 feot.
The method of procedure as previously explain-
ed in detail in i^rt One v.as followed throughout the develop-
ment of this survey. Only the variations from this stated
procedure are noted herein.
The field party of three oonsistod of an experi-
enced transitman, a trained rodman who acted as notekeeper
and who guided the third member, an untrained assistant. An
ordinar y 13uff transit which read stadia one-half of 1% high
was used.
The method of horizontal and vertical control
aa explained was adapted, measuring directly lines AD and IJ,
and using an assumed bench (Plate 8) as the datum for all
elevations, id.no AD was measured on a level while line IJ
was measured and figured by the slope distance method. The
temperature correction was not applied to either measurement.
After plotting was compl ted an additional visit
to the property was mado by the notekeeper for the purpose of
checking by inspection the plotted results of tho field work.
All of the offioe work was executed in tho head-
quarters office by the tranaitman who computed and read notes,
and the notekcepor who plotted. The survey was finally inked
and traced by these two men working together.
A Monroe six figure calculating mac'iine was used
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in connection with the control computations and all stadia
reductions 'ere made on the stadia slide rule. The pre-
viously described method of computing and balancing was
used throughout the computations.
The map was plotted on mounted paper at a
scale of 1 Inch to 40 feot with a vertical interval of 1
foot, and finished in accordance with the recommended
practice. The map was checked very carefully and finally
traced, on cloth, so that blueprints could be made.
The cost of this survey as ;ell as all
others tabulated on page 76-a is given in hours only*
If tho cost wore given in money the information would be
of value in only one location and only one season or
year. Claries, of course, vary aocording to economio
conditions but the efficiency of experienced men quali-
fied to do topographic surveying is to a certain extent
standard. At least it is more uniform than economio
conditions.
Tho total converted transitman hours per
acre was 11.23. It will be aeon that this survey was
the most oxponaive in ita particular class. There are
two main reasons for this, namely, (1) adverse weather
conditiona under which the field work was done, thereby
increasing the amount of office work in balancing and
closing the control of the survey; and (2) the size of
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the survey. This survey is the smallest in its class and
more nearly approaches a small estate, and tho smaller the
area the greater tho number of hours per aero, all other
conditions boing oqual.
For field work the number of converted transit-
man hours were 3.21 per acre for the preliminary work, estab-
lishing control, and for the final work, recording topo-
graphio information. For office work the number of hours
per acre was 8.0o, distributed among the different items
of oomputation, plotting, and inking and finishing but not
the tracing whioh is considered separately. These divisions
of field work and office work are so closely related that it
would be exceedingly diffioult further to analyze the oost,
unless it were kept separately at the time of executing the
work. On a percentage basis the field work required 28.5
per cent and tho office work 71.5 per cent.
All plans are presented in the appendix in the
form of photographic reductions. Tho size and bulkiness of
the originals prohibit their being incorporated herein.
Bach step in tho development of the final tracing of the
finished topographio map was drawn separately, the repro-
ductions of which are shown, v.hile tho originals were plot-
ted and drawn with extreme care and accuracy it must be re-
membered that the photographic reductions are to a certain
degree inaccurate and cannot be scaled direotly.
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PLATE 5 - PLAN SHOWING PLOTTED HORIZONTAL CONTROL.
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PLATE 7 - PLAN SHOWING C0IIPL3TED PAPER MAP.
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PLATE 8 - PLAN SHOWING FINAL TKACING.
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